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Abstract

analysis independent of the cardinality of the colour
sets is of course impossible: a CPN model must be
instantiated with particular choices of colour sets and
initial markings in order to compute the RG. However, one can still take advantage of the coloured net
formalism for the analysis: the symmetry properties
of coloured models can be exploited in order to reduce
the total number of states that should be analyzed to
check for the properties of the model [4].
Well-formed coloured Petri nets (WNs) have been
introduced in [5] together with a totally algorithmic
procedure for the construction of a “symbolic reachability graph” (SRG) that exploits symmetries to reduce the size of the state space representation. The
same reduction in state space can also be exploited for
performance evaluation based on Markovian analysis.
In [6] Stochastic WNs (SWNs) have been introduced
to allow this kind of improved analysis.
In this paper the notion of redundant colour component is defined; it is based on the observation that
some symmetries in the RG of WNs are due to the
presence of redundancy in the colour specification i.e.,
some colour components exist that do not need so
many distinguishable elements for a correct specification of the model in terms of possible transition firing
sequences. Some sufficient structural conditions for
the reduction of the cardinality of a colour component at the net level (i.e., independently of the initial
marking) are given. Notice that when the number of
distinct elements of a basic colour set becomes one,
the corresponding colour component can be cancelled
from the net. The RG aggregation obtained through
the above decolourization procedure in general is not
detected (hence not exploited) by the SRG generation
algorithm (and vice-versa). These two RG aggregation
methods are then complementary and our conjecture
is that combining them it is possible to exploit all the
behavioural symmetries of the model implicit in its
structure.
The concept of colour redundancy and colour siinplification has already been introduced in [TI. In this
paper we extend the results in [7]. In fact now the
partial decolourization of color classes is introduced
besides the total decolourization. Moreover less restrictive sufficient conditions for colour simplification
are defined.

Well-Formed coloured Petri nets ( W N ) have been
recently defined as a new formalism that allows the automatic identification of model symmetries b y means
of the construction of the symbolic reachability graph
(SRG). Here we define a sufficient structural condition for the simplification of the colour structure of the
net that can exploit symmetries not detectable with the
SRG. The simplified W N s may have reduced SRG and
in any case are easier to analyze b y means of the SRG
technique.

1

Introduction

Coloured Petri nets (CPNs) [l]have been proposed
in the literature as a good modelling tool for the study
of complex distributed systems. Initially, coloured
nets were proposed as a kind of shortened notation
to describe large and symmetric Petri net models.
The common behaviour of several entities constituting a large system is described by the Petri net structure, while different entities are identified by different
“coloured” tokens that can flow through the net.
Subsequently, the idea of parametrization has been
suggested by Genrich [2]. A single net model can represent many different systems that differ only in the total number of components that behave similarly (i.e.,
that differ only in the cardinality of the colour sets).
The whole family of such similar systems is modelled
and studied using a single coloured Petri net, provided
that the analysis results are parametric with respect to
the colour sets. In [3] an example of parametric proof
of a distributed algorithm is provided using coloured
Petri net techniques.
One of the most powerful analysis techniques for
bounded (coloured) Petri net systems is the analysis
of the reachability graph (RG), i.e., the complete enumeration of the state space. In this case parametric
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responding acknowledgement. A site that has transmitted some data packets but has not yet received an
acknowledgement cannot start another data message
transmission t o any site.
We then discuss the problems that predicates on
arcs could introduce in the task of discovering and
eliminating colour redundancies at a purely structural
level. Finally we discuss the need for some WN simplification rule to eliminate fictitious synchronizations
in the net structure.

2.1

In this section we introduce very briefly, due to
space constraints, the basic ingredients needed to define a WN. See [5] for a more extended description.
Object classes A colour class, denoted 4, is a set
of objects of the same type. In the net of Figure 1
there are two object classes: the sites ( C l ) and the
packets (Cz). Classes can be ordered, in this case a
“successor” function @ is associated to them. When
objects belonging to the same class have different behaviours it is convenient to partition the class in static
subclasses, denoted Dj,q of homogeneously behaving
objects. In our example here are two kinds of packets: data transfer or acknowledge, therefore Cz is partitioned into two static subclasses D1,l and 0 1 , ~ .
Colour domains Place and transition colour domains are made of Cartesian products of object
classes. A given class Cj can occur several times, say
e j times, in the product so that if I = { I , ,, . , n } is the
set of possible color class indexes, a colour domain can
be characterized by a vector J E B a g ( I ) of n integers
{el,. . . ,e n } , representing the occurence of each class
in the domain definition.
The colour domain of a place or transition T is denoted C ( T )or CJ(,.).In our example J ( I d l e ) = {l,O},
J(Tbuf) = {2,1} then C ( 1 d l e ) = C1 and C ( T b u f ) =
C1 x C1 x Cz (or C(Tbuf) = (Cl)z x Cz).
Standard predicates The predicates used in the
function definition or associated to a transition are
l:
=
= @Xf1d ( X I ) = q , d ( X I ) = d ( X ! ) ,
and combinations of these predicates using A , V, and
1. The first two predicates are used to compare objects of the same class while the third and fourth check
the objects membership to a given static subclass.
Colour functions WN standard function are built up
using only three basic kind of functions,: the Identity
functions denoted by X i ! if several Xi appear next
to the same transition with the same superscript j ,
then they must return the same object; the Successor
functions @Xi,applicable only to ordered classes; the
Diflusion functaons Si,q thet have either the effect of
synchronizing all the objects in Di,q if used on input
or inhibition arcs, or of diffusing these objects if used
on output arcs.

Figure 1: A message exchange protocol
The presence of redundancies in the model description is quite natural in CPNs, and derives from
the methodology followed in the model construction.
Once the basic elements that flow in the model structure are defined, two extreme choices may be considered “natural” in the definition of the basic colours
that identify such elements: either each basic element
has its own identity or no distinction is made between
basic elements (like in the case of P/T nets). This
is because a-priori it would be too difficult to conceive a representation that is both minimal and correct. The best approach would probably be that of
considering all basic elements undistinguishable during the model construction process until the necessity
arises to actually make some distinction (for example to identify higher and lower priority processes).
Anyway the results presented in this paper allow an
easy construction of a WN model without consideration for the problem of minimality of the representation. Unnecessary distinctions among basic colours
can be identified and eliminated automatically, thus
producing an equivalent simplified model that is easier to analyze.

2

WN basic ingredients

WN Definition

xij x;,xi’

Well-formed Nets are a formalism with the same
modelling power of CPNs from the point of view of
representation conciseness. The main difference between WNs and CPNs is that in WNs the functions
are defined in a structured way, by composition of few
basic functions. This structured definition allows one
to directly infer some algebraic properties of functions
or some behavioural symmetries in the net.
In the following subsections we first introduce the
basic ingredients for building WNs and then we give
their formal description. The concepts will be illustrat,ed on the example net of Figure 1 that models
a skeleton of a packet switching communication protocol. The modeled system consists of a set of sites
that can exchange information by sending messages.
The message exchange protocol between any two sites
is very simple: each site eventually transmits some
data messages split into packets and waits for the cor-

‘Function d gives for each colour element c, E C,, the index
D,,*
to which it belongs.

g of the static colour domain
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A linear combination homogeneously indexed basic
functions (i.e., functions that return bags of objects
belonging to the same class Ci) is still a basic function;
the general form of such basic functions is:
n.

e.

q=1

k=l

c2

not[d(X2)=2]
<Xl.X2>\

P3

The general form of a function labelling a generic
arc between place p and transition t is a weighted sum
of possibly guarded terms. Each term is a tuple of
basic functions (1). The arity of the function tuples is
equal to arity of the Cartesian product defining C ( p ) .
if we denote f i , j the element in a function tuple corresponding t o the j t h occurrence of class Ci in C ( p ) ,
the formal definition of a standard colour functions in
WNs is:
6.bredI
fi,j
(2)

CS a colour set instantiation function th.at assigns to
each static subclass Di,q a particular set of colour elements C S ( D i , p ) ;
MO Mo(p) E B a g ( C ( p ) ) is the initial marking of p .

i,j

2.3

Function versus transition predicates

It is important to observe that predicates can have
different effects depending on whether they label transitions or arc functions. Predicates on transitions are
used to add some further condition on the transition
enabling. Predicates in the function definitions are
instead used t o obtain variant functions, i.e., functions that depend on the particular colour instantiation of the corresponding transition. It may happen
that an arc completely disappears for a particular instantiation of the corresponding transition (when all
the predicates in the sum in (2) evaluate to “false”).
I t is clear that in general this situation could prevent
the application of any structure-based algorithm.
To overcome this problem it is possible to perform
a transformation on the net structure that makes explicit all possible forms that a variant function can
assume. This transformation requires that each transition that has guarded functions on its arcs be replicated as many times as the possible different definitions of variant function on the arcs. The example depicted in Figure 2 shows this kind of transformation.
There is only one function predicate: [ d ( X 2 ) = 21.
When the predicate is false, the arc disappears. When
this predicate is true, the function on the arc connecting P2 to t becomes simply X 2 . Hence two copies o f t
are needed that account for the two situations: t‘ with
an associated predicate [T d ( X 2 ) = 21 and t” with an
associated predicate [ d ( X 2 )= 21.
In [8] a completely structural general transforma
tion procedure is described that eliminates all the
function predicates from a WN.

= x;,f 2 , l = &,I.

WN formal definition

Definition 1 (WN) A well formed net n/
( P , T , C ,J , W - , W + ,W H 1 @ , nis) made of:

P3

n/ a well-formed net;

where 6 is a positive integer, and bred] stands for a
standard predicate.
The value of the colour function “[27red]f”is given by:
bred]f ( c ) = If pred(c) then f ( c ) else 0.
In our example net all the functions have only
one term. The tuple elements of the function on
the arc connecting Startsnd to Tbuf are: f1,l = X:,

2.2

8

Figure 2: An example of function predicates elimination.

@

f1,z

CLC2

[d(X2) = 21
LXl.X2>

=

P , T the finite sets of places and transitions;
C the family of object classes; Ci is partitioned in
static subclasses Ci = lJyil D i , p ;

-

J :P U T
B a g ( I ) , C ( r ) = CJ(.) denotes the domain of node r ;

w-, w+, W H :

W - (P,t ) ,W+( p ,t ) ,W H( p ,t ) E
[CJ(,)4 B a g ( C J ( p)] the input, output, and inhibition
f u n c t i o m are standard functions of the form shown in
(2); the set of input, inhibition and output places of
a given transition t will be denoted ‘ t , O t and to
respectively;
@ ( t ): CJ(,) { T r u e , F a l s e } is a standard predicate
associated with the transition t . B y default we wall
assume V t E T the standard predicate @(t)= T r u e ;
R : T -+ W the priority function. B y default we assume V t E T the value R(t>= 0.
--+

A W N can represent a whole family of models that
differ only for the actual cardinality of the basic colour
sets and for the initial marking. Each individual model
obtained by instantiating a WN with a given set of
parameters is called a WN system.

2.4

WN simplification

The structural colour redundancy detection and
elimination algorithm that is described in Section 3.2
is based on the detection of possible colour synchronization patterns on the net structure. It may happen
that WN models contain redundant structures tlmt do
not add information to the model itself, that have no

Definition 2 (WN system) A well formed net system C = ( n/,CS,Mo) is made ofi
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influence on the state space size, and that introduce
fictitious synchronization patterns in the model.
In 171 and [8] a simplification procedure is defined
that allows one to remove some of these redundancks. In the sequel of the paper we assume that the
WN models treated are simplified before any further
consideration.

subclasses of an ordered colour class because after the
decolourization of a static subclass Di,q (of cardinality greater than one) we would be unable to compute
correctly the function $ X i on the elements of the decolourized subclass. Thus, an ordered subclass can be
either completely decolourized or not even partially
decolourized.

Colour redundancy elimination

Definition 5 The decolouritation through a colour
shrinking function s 0.f the components of a colour tu-

3

3.1

Decolourization of the RG
where c : , ~= if (i,k ) E p s then S(ci,k) e k e C i , k i.e.,
the decoulorization function V p a , aapplied t o a tuple
c E CJ gives another tuple of the same arity where
each component C;,k selected i n p s is substituted b y
s( ci,k ).

The formal definition of RG decolourization is given
over a set of colour components selected through a projection support for a given colour shrinking function.
The concept of redundant colour component is also
introduced.
Let CJ = @ C t i be the Cartesian product of basic
colour domains that define the colour of some place or
transition.

Notice that when a colour class Ci that contains a
single static subclass is shrinked so that ICil = 1, the
corresponding components in the tuple could be cancelled by the decolourization (in this case the arity of
the tuple would decrease).
The decolourization of a marking needs a projection
support for each place and a unique colour shrinking
function. We denote by psp the support corresponding
to place p . Let 7 be the family of place projection
supports:
7 = { p s p :p E P }

Definition 3 ( P r o j e c t i o n s u p p o r t ) is a function
from colours t o components

where C = {CJ : J E B a g ( I ) } is the set of all possable colours that can be built on the set C of basic colour domains, the components are indicated b y
pairs (colour domain index, occurrence index) and
PS(cJ)
{ ( i ~ j )(1 5 j 5 e i ) } .

Definition 6 The decolourization of a marking M
through the colour shrinking function s on the components selected b y the family T of place supports, denoted b y V F , ~
is ,a vector of IPI functions; we denote
b y V p s , , sthe p-th component of D F , ~ V. 3 + ( M ) is
computed b y applying the p-th function to the corresponding place marking 2 :

Definition 4 ( C o l o u r s h r i n k i n g f u n c t i o n ) is
a function from colour elements i n the basic colour
classes Ci t o colour elements i n the shrinked colour
classes C,! (C,! is the image of Ci through s) such that
IC:( 5 lCil and Ci/ has a number of static subclasses
less than or equal t o the one of Ci and

Vc1, c2 E Ci, d(c1) = d(c2)

VP E

d(s(c1)) = d(s(c2))

Observe that the definition of s does not require that
this relation among static subclasses be injective.
Notice that the above definition allows one to have
a colour class in which only some static subclasses are
decolourized while others remain unchanged. Moreover it may happen that two or more static subclasses
in the original model collapse into a single static subclass aft,er the decolourization. In this case the new
static subclass has cardinality one.
A further comment is needed for ordered classes. In
fact it makes no sense to decolourize only some static

E C(P) . o p a p , a ( ~ ) ( p , ~ p s p , J (=C A4(p,c)
))

Definition 7 A family of projection supports is consistent with a WN i# the following conditions are satisfied
2 M ( p ,c ) denotes the multiplicity of the colour c in M ( p )
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-11 I

vc

The subsequent step is the decolourization of the RG
of a WN system C = (N,
CS,MO). It consists of the
decolourization of its markings and of the transition
instances labelling the arcs between markings. For
this task the union of two projection support families
is required: one for the places in the net and another
one for the transitions.
Before defining the decolourization of RG(C) notice
that such decolourization must be applied to place and
transition components in a consistent way, taking into
account the correlation between transition and place
colour components induced by the functions.

The function s establishes a correspondence between
a static subclass Dipqi n Ci and a static subclass Di,!
i n the shrinked colour class Cl. The shrinked statac
subclasses can be either of cardinality one or of the
same cardinality of the originating static subclass Di,q.

-r

P I

1 . V t E T , if ( i , j ) E p s t ( C ( t ) ) and at least one predicate

associated t o the transataon compares component (i, j )
with another component ( i , j ’ ) , then (i,j’)E pst

c

Vi E T , v p E *tU t* U O t , V ( i ,j ) E p s t ( C ( t ) ): X: or
@X! occurs in component (i, k) of the function associated to the arc connecting p and t , (i, k) E p s p ( C ( p ) ) .
9. ~p E P , Vt E * p u p * U o p , ~ ( IC)
i , E p s P ( c ( p ) ): X : or
2.

tl -Cl,C2

XI,X2>

@Xf occurs i n component ( i ,k ) of the function associated t o the arc connectingp and t , ( i , j )E p s t ( C ( t ) ) .

Cl,C2
Xl,X2>

XI

t2

Definition 8 (RG decolourization.) Let C be a
DrN system and RG(C) its reachability graph. let Tt
be a family of plme and transition projection support
functions

F’= { psp : p

yfq
J

,-\c1,c2

W

Figure 3: A simple WN system C1 and its RG

E P } U {pst : t E T }

and s a colour shrinking function. The decolourization
of RG(C) onto T’ through the shrinking function s
denoted by D ~ I , , ( R G ( Cis) )such that:
e

the markings of ’DF~,,(RG(C))
are obtained decolourizing the markings of RG(C) with respect t o T’ and s,
and then aggregating the identical decolourized markzngs;
an arc ( D 3 ,(Mi),D~7,~(Mj),t(D,,,,,(c))
exists in
’DT/,,(RG(C))i f f an arc ( M i , M j , t ( c ) ) exists in
RG(C); identical decolourized arcs are aggregated into
a single arc.

that the strong lumpability conditions of Definition
9 are satisfied, so that the whole colour domain C?
(i.e., every occurrence of C, in the place and transition colours) is redundant in this system. The RG can
be further aggregated, resulting in the RG of Figure
4.b, by recognizing that C1 is also a redundant basic
colour domain.

Definition 9 (Redundant colour component)
A family F’ of place and transition projection supports and a colour shrinking function s identify a redundant colour component for a given system C if the
decolourization of RG(C) onto T‘ through s satisfies
the following lumpability conditions:

3.2

Structural colour simplification

In the previous section we have defined the concept
of redundant colour component based on the RG of
a system. Since the aim of colour redundancy elimination is to reduce the size of the RG, our goal is
to find some criteria that allow the detection of redundant colour components directly on the projected
net structure, independently of the initial marking. In
this section we define the projection of WN nets w.r.t.
a family of projection supports, give some sufficient
conditions on the projected net structure for the detection of redundant colour components and define a
procedure that transform the net eliminating the redundant colour.
The family of projection supports used must satisfy the consistency constraints previously defined in
order to obtain syntactically correct projected nets.
Furthermore the procedures are intended t o work on
minimal projection support families

The consequence of this property is that when a redundant colour component is eliminated from a system,
the projected RG is reduced in size but still contains
all the relevant information about the behaviour of
the modelled system (in terms of possible transitions
sequences).
We illustrate this concept by means of a simple example. In Figure 3 a W N system is shown together
with its RG. Figure 4.a depicts the decolourized RG
onto the family of projection supports and using the
colour shrinking function s defined hereafter:
W P 1 = 0, PSPZ = {(’2,1)}, P S P 3 = p a l = p s t z =
((21 1))
Vc E C1 : s(c) = c; Vc E C2 : S ( C ) = E , where E
denotes the neutral colour.
They make all elements of Cz undistinguishable so
t,hat all C? components selected by the projection in
places and transitions can be cancelled.
Observe

Definition 10 A consistent projection suppo7-t family
is minimal iff no other consistent support family is
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included in it. ( W e say that 3 c 3’ if Vx E P U T ,
ps, E ps; and 3x E P U T : ps, C ps:.)
Observe that a minimal consistent support family will
surely contain only components belonging to the same
colour class.
The decolourization procedure can then be iteratively applied using different minimal projection supports. The application order however is not irrelevant
i.e., if in a given net there are two minimal colour components that satisfy the decolourization conditions, it
could happen t h a t after having eliminated the first
one, the second is no more redundant in the reduced
net. In this paper we do not give any decolourization
order criteria.
It is important to observe that given a colour class
Ci , there may exist many minimal consistent projection support families containing disjoint sets of components of Ci. In this case it may happen that Ci can
be shrinked according to a given function s for one
of these projection support family, but the same kind
of reduction do not apply for the others. The solut,ion to this apparent problem is in the definition of
consistent projection support family; in fact since the
components belonging to different consistent projection support families do not share objects (i.e. colour
elements contained in the components selected by the
first family cannot be “mixed” with those contained
in the components selected by the second family) then
we can use a different copy of Ci for each family and
consider them as if they were different colour classes.
The procedure that checks whether a given projection support family T is structurally redundant works
on the projection over 7 of the net n/. The definition
of projection of n/ over 3 follows:

Figure 5: Projection and cancellation of neutral subnet
Examples of cardinality computed on functions:
lkSil = klCil;
ISi,ql = P i , q I ;
[ X i @Xi1 = 2; Ik(Si - X i ) l = k(lCi1 - 1). Observe
that the cardinality IWGl could not be computed in
case of functions with predicates. For this reason we
focused only on nets without function predicates.
Now let us describe a procedure that decides
whether a given minimal projection support family
identifies a redundant colour component. The procedure builds the appropriate shrinking function to
be used in conjunction with the family of projection
supports in order t o obtain the decolourized net.

+

3.3

A

sufficient
shrinking

condition

for

colour

The following procedure accepts a W N and a minimal consistent family 3 of projection supports as input and decides if the colour components selected by
the projection supports are redundant. The procedure
is made of two steps:
1. Projection of the net on T and cancellation of
the neutral subnet; let h/‘ be the net resulting
from this step.

Definition 11 The projection of a place (transition)
colour domain CJ = @iErCf’with respect to a projection support p s is:

pp,(cJ)1@c2f’
icI

2. Redundancy check on

where el =
rpd(cJ)((i,j))
Definition 12 The projection a WN Af onto a family
3 of place and transition projection supports, denoted
b y N’ = p ~ ( n / )is, a net such that:
P’ = P ; v p E PI, C’(P)
=Ppsp(C(P))
T’ = T ; V t E TI, C ( t )= P p S l ( C ( t ) )
Vt E T , only the predicates that make reference to components selected b y pst are kept an NI.
Vp E P, V t E T , if W t ( p , t ) (or W - or W H )is defined as 5 @ i , k Wck the corresponding projected arc
2s:
fiiiiction

N’.

The first step should be clear. We illustrate it on the
net and projection support of Figure 3. The projection
gives the net in Figure 5.a. The resulting net after the
cancellation of the neutral part is depicted in Figure
5.b.
The second step checks if the net n/’ resulting from
the first step satisfies the properties list,ed below. The
colour redundancy test is performed for each static
subclass D,,q separately.
Definition 13 (Colour R e d u n d a n c y )
Redundancy check for static subclass Di,q. For each
transition t in n/’ the following properties must be satisfied:

of each element as fo/lows:
i,j:(i,j)Bpsp(C(p))

3 T p e ( C J is
) the characteristic function of the set p s ( C j )

1. the set of functions that label the input and inhabitor
arcs o f t can only be functions of type X i , @ X i and
linear combinations of the two. If the class is not ordered and the place connected t o the arc is colour-safe
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static subclasses when possible. The presence of the
= d(Xt)]
or its negation on any tranpredicate [d(X:)
sition of the projected net prevents this operation.
Provided that this kind of predicate does not occur, all
static subclasses Di,q that satisfy the decolourization
conditions and such that the predicate [d(Xi)
= q]
does not occur on any transition in the projected net
can be merged into a unique static subclass Di,q, of
cardinality one. Let Q be the set of mergeable static
subclass indexes. The shrinking function s must be
modified as follows:
VC E U,EgDi,, : S(C) = c;,,I

(b)

Figure 6: Some examples of function combinations
that prevent decolouring

The conditions should be tested for each subclass Di,,,
if the conditions are satisfied a t least for one of them,
then the net n/ can be transformed using the following
procedure. The decolourized net is denoted ’ D F ~( H
, ~) .

this condition can be relaxed and diffusion functions

(Si or Si,,)are allowed.
2. Let X{ be a function that can select one element in
Di,q (i.e. the transition predicates d o not imply that
d ( X ! ) # 9). No more than one occurrence of either
X! or @Xi is allowed in the labelling functions of all
anput and inhibitor arcs o f t . Examples of forbidden

Definition 14 (Net decolourization) with respect
to a minimal consistent family F of projection supports and a shrinking function s:
0

situations are depicted i n Figure 6.a.

X! and Xi” that can both select an
element in Di,, occur i n the input or inhibitor arc
functions o f t , the transition predicates ,do not imply
=
or
= ex;]or [ex:=
or
their negation. Examples of forbidden situations are
depicted in Figure 6.b.

9. If two functions

[xi x:]

[x:

x;]

0

0

The newly defined, shrinked colour class Ci is added
to the set of colour classes.
For each place and transition colour components selected b y the corresponding projection support the
colour class Ci is substituted b y the new class Ci.
Function components selected b y the projection support
of the corresponding place are transformed as follows:

Xi remains unchanged

I n the particular case of ordered classes, the above requirements should be verified for all static subclasses
in which a colour domain is partitioned. Furthermore,
predicates that refer to static subclasses should not occur on the selected transition^.^

Si,,is substituted b y t“-;.tSi,q
D b P

Si is substituted b y E,M S i , ,
Transition predicates that refer to completely decolourized classes are Substituted b y “true.” Predicates referring to classes that are only partially decolourized
remain unchanged, unless the predicate is of the form
Xi # X; (that relate functions on input or inhibitor
arcs -say Xi- to functions on output arcs, otherwise the decolourization would not be allowed). I n that
case it should be transformed taking into account the
cardinality of the static subclasses in the original system. I f all the static subclasses in the original net
have cardinality greater than one then the predicate is
changed to true otherwise it becomes6

If these properties are satisfied, then either the colour
components under study are never used in a synchronization or into a conflict resolution (due to the conditions on the functions combination on input and inhibitor arcs), or the synchronizations can be solved
just by counting the number of tokens in the place (due
to the colour-safeness property of the place). Hence
the st.atic subclass Di,q can be decolourized by a function s that maps each element c E Di,, onto the same
element c : , ~ , the unique element of the shrinked subclass DI,,. Otherwise D;,, is set equal to Di,q and the
shrinking function s is the identity for the elements in

(

Di,q.

A further reduction in a colour class cardinality
could be achieved by “merging” some decolourized

v

Vq:ID,,PI>l

[d(Xi) = 91) v [Xij # X??l
A

(3)

D,,q

has been shrinked

‘The reason for using the above predicate is that different objects may belong to the same static subclass provided that it has
a cardinality greater than one. When a static subclass of cardinality greater than one is shrinked, different colour elements in
the original class could become equal in the decolourized class.

‘ A place is colour-safe iff its marking never contain two
copies of the same tuple.
5Tlie reason for this further requirement is due to the rule of
tot a1 clecolowization of ordered classes that forces an ordered
class to be either completely decolourized or remain unchanged.
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state will ever be required to take decisions in future
states.
On the contrary, the decolourization procedure considers whole subnets through which colour elements
may flow and checks whether a colour specification is
needed or not t o take a decision about the enabling
of any transition in the subnet. Therefore, in some
sense, it looks ahead to the possible future needs of
colour information. In [7] a case is shown in which
the decolourization aggregation is stronger than the
corresponding SRG aggregation.

Since the predicate in Equation (3) depends on the
it is
cardinality of the original static subclasses Di,!,
not completely parametric. The possible solution t o
this problem could be t o consider for each static subclass that is involved in the predicate the two cases
lDi,ql = 1 and (Di,,( > 1 and build the resulting reduced nets for all the possible cases. When the net
is instantiated, it is possible to choose the correct reduced net among those generated by the reduction
algorithm.
If the possibility of merging static subclasses is
exploited a further transformation is needed on the
reduced net predicates. In fact predicates of type
[cl(Xi)= q] must be adjusted taking into account the
new static subclasses indexes. Moreover, predicates of
type [ X i # Xi”] must be transformed in the following
boolean expression (where Q is the set of indexes of
the merged subclasses)

[X! # X 3 V (

v

VqEQ

[ d ( X j )= ql)v(

v

VdO:IJA

4

Let us now apply the decolourization method to
two example models.

4.1

D,,q shhked

instead of the one in Equation (3).
We have already mentioned that when a class is
completely decolourized (i.e. lCil = 1) the corresponding components can be “removed” from the net. When
performing this cancellation however, the coefficients
of the eliminated function component must be taken
into a.ccount: the cardinality of each eliminated function component becomes a factor multiplying the funct ion tuple.
I t is possible to prove the following statement:
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 Let T be a family of minimal projeclion supports, consistent with net n/, that satisfies the
above properties. Let s be the corresponding colour
shrinking function. Then the RG of every system
C = (Af,
CS, M O ) satisfies the lumpability conditions
and

cs,MO))
(4)

3.4

SRG aggregations versus decolourization

Let us discuss the differences between the aggregations obtained through the SRG generation [5] and
t,liose obtained by the decolourization procedure proposed in this paper.
The intuitive motivation for the aggregations
achievable through decolourization and not through
the SRG is the fact that the SRG aggregations are
performed step by step, and preserve the minimal information necessary to solve every type of synchronization and/or conflict resolution that could be found
in the future evolution of the net. The SRG construction algorithm has no knowledge of the global structure of the net, so that it cannot forecast whether
certain pieces of information contained in the current

15 I

n i

A multiprocessor system

The net in Figure 7 models a multiprocessor system. The WN is a variation of a WN model already
studied in [9,10,6]. I t is composed of n processors,
each one owning a local memory. All processors can
access their local memories using local busses; a processor can also access the local memory of another
processor using a global bus. The global bus is unique
and is shared by all processors. Hence each processor
can be in one of five states: active (i.e. performing
a computation), waiting for access to the local meniory, accessing its local memory, waiting for access to
an external memory, or accessing an external memory. The external memory requests have preemptive
priority over the local memory access.
We need only one class of objects: the class P of
processors. Some transition colour domains are defined as the Cartesian product P @ P . For graphical
reasons in the figure we have used 2 and y instead
of X : and X f on the input and output arcs of these
transitions.
The five process states listed above are represented
by the places as follows: “active” state is represented
by Active; “waiting for and performing a local memory access” states are represented by OwnMemAcc;
“waiting for an external memory access” state is represented by Queue ; “performing an external memory
access” state is represented by Preempt, N P Y or NPP
depending on the preemptive effect that the access has
or could have on a local memory access.
Any transition connecting two of the above places represent the transition between the corresponding states.
This net is covered by a unique, minimal consistent
projection support family that includes all colour components. It is easy to verify that all decolourization
requirements are satisfied: indeed no synchronization
depends on the identity of the tokens since there is no
relation between functions x and y.
In this case the unique colour set is not partitioned
into static subclasses and it can be completely decolourized. All colour annotations on places, transitions, and arcs can be cancelled, so that the decolourized net is a P/T net. All arcs in the decolourized

[G!)= ql)
1>1 A

RG(%,S(W, %,s(Mo)) = %,s(RG(N,

Some examples

Y

Figure 7: A multimocessor system WN model that
cag be completely decolourized
(sa,z)

net have weight one except the arcs from Queue to
s-NPP and from e - N P Y to Active that have weight
two.

(S2,Z)

(TxBuf
s

2

y

(
;
;
)
J

(xa)
ld(xz)

4.2

=

RxBuf

11

A message exchange system
(b)

We apply now the decolourization procedure to the
net in Figure 1 introduced in Section 2. From the
decolourization point of view this example is slightly
more complicated than the previous one because of
the presence of predicates and of static subclasses.
Let’s describe in some detail the meaning of the net
nodes. Place Idle represent idle sites. Places T x B u f
and R x B u f represent the transmitter and receiver
packet buffers respectively. The former can contain
both data and acknowledgement packets. Transition
StartSnd represents the generation of a set of data
packets composing a message. The predicate labelling
this transition expresses the constraint that a site cannot send messages to itself. Transition Tx represent
the transfer of a packet from the transmitter buffer
to the receiver buffer. Transition Rx represents both
the receipt of a message and the transfer of an acknowledgement packet to the sender site buffer while
EndSnd represents the reception of the acknowledgement packet to the site.
There are two minimal consistent projection support families in this case: the first one contains the
complete sites class; the second one contains the complete packets class.
Concerning the packets class, the two static subclasses have t o be considered separately. The projected net satisfies the first decolourization requirement for neither of the two static subclasses: in fact
there are diffusion functions S on the input arcs of
transitions R x and EndSnd. Nevertheless, if places
RxBu f and T x B u f were colour-safe, the decolourization would still be possible.
This possibility depends on the initial marking as well
as on the net structure. Assuming that the initial
marking of place Idle was the whole sites class and

m-

IX

Figure 8: Decolourized models of the message exchange protocol
that the other places were initially empty, the coloursafeness condition would be satisfied (the statement
could be proven by using the P- invariants, but this
proof is out of the scope of this paper). Under the
additional condition that the net is colour-safe the two
static classes can be decolourized but they cannot be
merged into a unique class because of the predicate
[ d ( X 2 )= 11 on transition T x . The decolourized net is
shown in Figure 8.a.
The net obtained by projection on the sites class
projection support family does not satisfy the first
decolourization condition unless 1 0 2 , 1 I = 1 0 2 ~ 1=
1. In fact the projected function on the arc from
R x B u f to REis lD2,1l(X;, X : ) and similarly the projected function on the arc from T x B u f to EndSnd is
I D ~ , z I ( X , ~ , X :Of
) . course if (D2,ll = I D 2 , z J = 1 then
the packets class is already minimal; furthermore the
sites class can be completely decolourized because the
synchronizations on transitions Tx,Rr, and EndSnd
do not depend on the colour of the two elements X:
and X ; . From a semantic point of view, the condition
ID2,zJ= 1 is quite natural to enforce since there is only
one type of acknowledmenet packets. Instead the condition ( D 2 , l )= 1 means that no splitting of messages
into smaller data packet fragments is performed and
it is usually not verified. The decolourized net obtained in this case is depicted in Figure 8.b. Notice
that in this case the predicate associated with transition S t a r t S n d has been removed because the sites
class has been completely decolourized.
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5

Coiiclusions

nets: Lamport's fast mutual exclusion algorithm.
IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed
Systems, 1991. accepted for publication.

The possibility of defining redundant WNs is important from a modelling point of view since it simplifies the task of setting up a model. However, the
presence of redundancies in the marking description
may hamper the practical possibility of model analysis. Hence the development of algorithmic model simplification techniques is crucial for a practical utilization of a CPN formalism.
In this paper the concept of colour structure simplification has been introduced for WNs. The simplification technique implies a reduction of the size of the
reachability graph while preserving the behavioural
properties of the net. This work significantly extends
the initial results on colour simplification presented
in [7]. The reduction is obtained by exploiting some
colour symmetries of the net.
Unlike the symbolic reachability graph technique
[5],the symmetries are detected and eliminated at the
net structural level, so that the simplication obtained
is parametric on (independent of) the cardinality of
the basic colour sets. The decolourization and the
SRG techniques are independent and complementary,
so that they may be combined to optimize the analysis
of WNs.
From the analysis of the second example of decolourization presented in Figure 8 it is evident that
additional parametric information is usually needed
besides the structure of the WN. In [ll] the concept
of model family has been formally introduced in the
framework of P/T nets. The next step in this research,
in addition t o the experimental implementation of the
techniques proposed in this paper, will be the development of an analogous concept of WN families containing a specification of the instantiation constraints
for the colour sets and the initial marking. The formal
specification of these additional information deriving
from the semantics of the family of systems t o be modelled will allow one t o take information into account
in the decolourization procedure.

[4] P. Huber, A.M. Jensen, L.O. Jepsen, and
K. Jensen. Towards reachability trees for hi h
level Petri nets. In G . Rozenberg, editor,
vances on Petri Nets '84 volume 188 of LNCS,
pages 215-233. Springer Qerlag, 1984.

ji

[5] G. Chiola, C. Dutheillet, G. Franceschinis, and
S. Haddad. On well-formed coloured nets and
their symbolic reachability graph.
In Proc.
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Reprinte in High-Level Petri Nets. Theory and
Application, K. Jensen and G . Rozenberg (editors), Springer Verlag, 1991.
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